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						                Employee Communication App

	                					
											
							Cloud intranet for:

						  	
								Better communciation

						    	Increased engagement

						    	Stronger culture

						    	Improved productivity

						  	

						  	Building a culture.
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						The pandemic has changed how we work forever in every corner of the globe, with dramatic effects. AgilityPortal is your SharePoint and Workplace alternative that provides the perfect solution for remote employees who need to connect, communicate, and collaborate anytime with colleagues, securely and productively, from home, the office, or on the road.
					

					
										
					    
					        
					            
					        

					        
					            Get started
					        

					    
  
					    We only accept business email addresses
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							Schedule a demo
						
										

											*14-day free trial. No credit card required.
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			 					 												Intranet software that unifies apps, people, and information altogether in one place.

		 				
			 							 			
				 				The average employee spends an estimated 30% of the workweek managing e-mail and nearly 20% looking for internal information across siloed applications. AgilityPortal is an all-in-one employee app that helps you build a better workplace.
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                                "so easy to use"

                            

                        

                    

                

            
            
                
                                        All-in-one social Intranet Platform and Employee Communication App for all your communication and collaboration needs

                                    

                    
                                
                    
                        
                        Your browser does not support the video tag.
                    
                    
                    Watch our video

                

                                    
                
                                            AgilityPortal is the best intranet software for all your communication and collaboration needs. The workplace is changing. People are working remotely and from everywhere. Co-workers are more distributed now, boosting employee communication with our employee communication App. AgilityPortal is the solution for your internal communication strategy. Whether you're working with remote teams, you need an easier way to keep everyone in the loop; you need modern intranet software like AgilityPortal.
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                            Employee Experience

                            AgilityPortal is an employee experience platform that combines various tools for employee engagement, learning, and knowledge discovery.
                        

                                                Learn more 
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                            Intranet Portal

                            Combined intranet and extranet portals provide staff and customers with a centralized location to connect, communicate, and collaborate.
                        

                                                Learn more 
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                            Digital Workplace

                            Deliver and manage your Workplace Transformation to provide your employees the agility and flexibility to work from anywhere, anytime.
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                            Internal Communication

                            AgilityPortal's internal communication software allows you to reach dispersed employees to help improve frontline workers with fast, effective, and accurate communication.
                        

                                                Learn more 
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                                                                                                        Engage and collaborate 

                                                    AgilityPortal's employee experience platform is intended to combine various tools for employee engagement, learning, and knowledge discovery.
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                                                                                                        Unite your people

                                                    Combined intranet portal and extranet portal to provide staff and customers with a centralized location to connect, communicate, and collaborate.
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                                                    Deliver and manage your Workplace Transformation to provide your employees with the agility and flexibility to work from anywhere, anytime.
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                                                                                                        Boot internal comms

                                                    AgilityPortal's internal communication software allows you to reach dispersed employees, to help improve frontline workers with fast, effective, and accurate communication.
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                                                                                                        Connect your network

                                                    Plan, communicate, and collaborate on any project or portfolio, and engage customers, suppliers and partners.
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                                                                                                        Do it the simple way

                                                    Simple intranet software is a must for a great employee experience. Here's how to not overcomplicate it
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                                                    Third Rock Ventures Uses Egnyte as a Catalyst for Biotech Growth
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                                                    What are the best alternatives to Microsoft SharePoint?
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                                                                                                        Tracking Change Management

                                                    We will delve into ways to persuade others to make a change. It is because no two organizations or teams are identical.
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                                                                                                        How To Get Your Intranet Off The Ground

                                                    Learning how to get your intranet off the ground. It can be difficult to get an intranet project off the ground, but by following this book can you harness the power of an intranet portal. 
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                                                                                                        Connecting & Embracing Remote Teams

                                                    Less stress and more productivity? If the answer is Yes, please, here's a free ebook that explains The Benefits of Connecting and Embracing Remote workers.
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            Bring your company together and empower your teams with your own social intranet

            We make it easy to share ideas, resources and get feedback fast, all on a secure, private, and intuitive cloud workplace platform.

            
                Show me how
                Try for 14 days
            

            14-day free trial. No credit card required.

        
            
    


    
        
            I'm particularly interested in an intranet for


            
                
                    
                        Select the challenge you want to solve
                    

                    
                        Corporate intranet
                        Simple Project Management
                        Private engaging community
                        Tools for remote working
                        Controlled private network
                        Employee App for Internal Communications
                    

                

                
            

        

    





		

			
						



	
	 		 		
	 			
	 				
			 					 												Boot communication and drive engagement with AgilityPortal, the Employee Experience Platform with the tools to keep employees informed and engaged.

		 				
			 							 			
				 				Share and manage content, build a knowledge base, participate in events and meetings to empower your people, quickly find information, and seamlessly collaborate across the organisation.
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                    Goodbye Silos And Disconnects, Hello AgilityPortal.

                

                
                    Digital workplace

                

                
                     

One turnkey platform to connect, communicate, and collaborate with all of your teams in one place. 

 

 

 
                    
                        Request a demo
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                                                Team Engagement
                                                
                                            

                                             

Inspire and enable teams, Drive culture, encourage creativity, motivate.
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Grow your culture, Increase team cohesion.
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Internal communication at the right time, in the right place.
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Internal and external collaboration centered on work.

 

 

 
                                        

                                    

                                
                            


                

            

        

    













		

			
						

  







	
		
			
				
				Integration options

				AgilityPortal can connect to other popular apps

				Learn more
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			 							 													Why is connecting and embracing frontline workers important? Download our free ebook now.

			 				
			 									 			
					 				Company culture is the overarching set of values, behaviors, and beliefs that make up an organization. In other words, it’s the vibe of a company, and employees feed off that vibe. When a culture is good, employees are engaged and productive, and retention is high. So how do you master this as an employer? Download our free ebook.
					 			

				 			
				 							 				
				 					Download our free ebook
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				                    Helping 1,000+ businesses grow a vibrant community!
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                Real success in the real world.
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                                    "AgilityPortal has given us a platform to deliver critical information to the sales departments and helps give visibility to the time needed to complete the projects."
                                

                                
                                    
                                    
                                        Business Administrator

                                        
                                            Ovalle Silva 
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                                    "AgilityPortal is really about working smarter, allowing us to work faster and more efficiently. It’s so adaptable that any business group can easily customise and use it."
                                

                                
                                    
                                    
                                        Managing Director at Spectrum Consulting Japan G.K.

                                        
                                            Peter Lackner 
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                                    "Agility allows us to measure our work and report back on our successes. Reporting enables us to translate the team's hard work into quantifiable results for our leaders."
                                

                                
                                    
                                    
                                        Founder & CEO of Think Board.

                                        
                                            Hanson Grant 
                                        

                                                                                
                                                                                            
                                                                                    

                                                                            

                                

                            

                        

                     
                

            


        

    













		

			
						




	
		
			

			
				

					Ready to learn more? 👍

											
							One platform to optimize, manage and track all of your teams. Your new digital workplace is a click away. 🚀
						

										
													
								See demo
							

																			
								See pricing
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					 Leadership
				

					 		
		Characteristics of a Good Leader in the Workplace

	

	
		
			
			
				20 March 2024			
		

	

	
					Being a good leader in the workplace starts with how you complete the phrase 'A great leader always...,' and this can reveal a lot about your approach to leadership.Leadership is critical for long-term business achievements and for fostering a positi...		
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		Shopify Plus Benefits—The Best Ecommerce Growth Solution
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					Shopify Plus offers so many wonderful features that not using them would be foolish. Shopify Plus offers multichannel selling, greater scalability, and ultimate user experience customization for large e-commerce businesses. In addition, headless comm...		
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		Why Team Building is Important in the Workplace in 2024

	

	
		
			
			
				19 March 2024			
		

	

	
					Ever thought of why team building is important in some organizations where the problems can be resolved so quickly and the work progresses fast, even with numerous employees? On the contrary, there is the case of successful companies adapting to even...		
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			Teams can't work in silos. We help unify remote teams to work better.

Connect, Communicate, and Collaborate using AgilityPortal.

AgilityPortal is an all-in-one people platform that modernises your workforce. Built to engage your workforce to connect, communicate, and collaborate with your employees. The average employee spends an estimated 30 percent of the workweek managing e-mail and nearly 20 percent looking for internal information across siloed applications. Build an intelligent workplace where remote teams connect and collaborate at any time, securely and productively from home, the office, or on the road. Find out more about AgilityPortal Made with ❤️ in the UK.
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